we also associate a sequence of conormal symbols (9) (f / 0 fixed), /vvv a Mellin, 01 a Green operator, and
The conormal symbols (10) 
be a mixed boundary problem for an elliptic -\h00 A with the transmission property with respect to ^ IR"" 1 ' 1 e |R" 9 xs(x*.x ),
be elliptic and of the class as in [2] . Reducing ^ to <9 IR"'*' 1 by means of ^ leads to a ^ DO on IR" with a jump on IR"" 1 » xC R" : x^ . 0}
Here C^ is the coboundary part of a parametrix ^^~1^ a (6) holds. Then we may hope to get a regularity of (5) 
is Fredholm, too (^OR""" 1^) being the Schwartz space of E-valued functions) and that the kernel of (5) . k « 1,2. c,.(x ,1< associated to T . k e 1,2, in the sense of (4)» It is obvious that det ^(r'^Pe'*') has a two-fold zero for those x', N 1 2 where the vector fields involved in T , T coincide^ On the other hand, the zeros are simple if the factorization index of p^ is different from that of p? which is usually the case* Thus, applying Theorem 1. we observe a branching behaviour of the singularities. The example is typical and easy to generalize, for instance. to mixed boundary problems for the Lam6 system in any dimension^ Besides, even for the first example, the Laplacian with jumping oblique derivatives, we can obtain branching singularities* This requires a more careful discussion of the structure of the parametrix* In Section 3 we give an idea how to arrange the spaces that are adapted to the general situation* Here let us formulate a result on (1) 
for Re z » x^, |lm z| ^ a(x^), X^CIR,
For the Riemann ^ function this is a classical result, but it is very hard to get precise bounds for yu« For scalar -vpDOs in Duistermaat. Guillemin [3] it was proved that >.
is of finite order. In the case.of systems this follows from the results of Ivrii [5}, in a similar manner as in [3] . In all these cases we obtain the following 1 * Proposition. Let <^(z) be of order /u(x ) < oo for 
